
9. OFFICER’S REPORTS
9.1 DEVELOPMENT REPORTS
9.1.7 Variation To The Residential Design Codes For An Oversize And Over Height

Outbuilding On Vacant Land

When acting as a planning authority in accordance with the powers conferred by the
Planning and Development Act 2005 and any relevant scheme, the Council of the Shire is
entitled to make decisions based only on proper planning considerations.

FILE NO: LE4.9767
COUNCIL DATE: 20 December 2010
REPORT DATE: 14 December 2010
LOCATION/ADDRESS: Lot 23 (38) Lewis Road, York
APPLICANTS: Darren And Amanda Erickson
SENIOR OFFICER: Ray Hooper
REPORTING OFFICER: Brooke Newman
DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST: Nil
APPENDICES: Plans
DOCUMENTS TABLED: Nil

Summary:
Council is requested to consider issuing planning consent for a variation to the Residential
Design Codes (‘R Codes’) for an oversize and over height outbuilding on Lot 23 before the
construction of a dwelling.

Background:
An application has been received for the construction of an oversize and over height outbuilding
with the dimensions of 9m x 9m (81m2) with a wall height of 3.3m and a ridge height of 4.1m
which is proposed to be constructed on Lot 23 (38) Lewis Road, York before the construction of
a dwelling.

Lot 23 is located in an area generally known as the “York Estates”.

The outbuilding is proposed to be used to house various household items, motor vehicles and a
boat. The height of the boat is such that it requires the wall height to be 3.3m in order to fit
under the entrance door.

A building licence has been issued for the construction of a dwelling on Lot 23 but as at the date
of writing this report, the dwelling has not been commenced.

Consultation:
The proposed development has been advertised in accordance with clause 7.3.3 of the
Scheme, i.e. advert in local newspaper, letter to adjoining landowners and sign erected on site.
Detailed plans of the proposed development and relevant documentation have been on display
at the Council offices during the advertising period.

Four (4) submissions have been received (see attached Schedule of Submissions).

Statutory Environment:
Lot 23 is zoned “Residential R5/10” under the provisions of the Shire of York Town Planning
Scheme No 2 (“TPS2”), is approximately 5,169m2 and is not located within the 1 in 100 year
floodplain for the Avon River.
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The outbuilding does not comply with the R Codes as follows:

Performance Criteria
Acceptable Development
Criteria Inconsistency
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P1 Outbuildings that do
not detract from the
streetscape or the
visual amenity of
residents or
neighbouring
properties

A1 Outbuildings that:
(i) are not attached to a

dwelling;

There is currently no
dwelling on the
property.

(ii) are non-habitable; The outbuilding is not
proposed to be
habitable.

(iii) collectively do not exceed
60m2 in area or 10 per cent in
aggregate of the site area,
whichever is the lesser;

Requested Floor
Area = 81m2

(Acceptable Floor
Area = 60m2) -
Discretion Requested
= 21m2

(iv) do not exceed a wall height of
2.4m;

Requested Wall
Height = 3.3m
(Acceptable Wall
Height = 2.4m) -
Discretion Requested
= 0.9m

(v) do not exceed a ridge height
of 4.2m.are not within the
primary street setback area;

Requested Ridge
Height = 4.1m
(Acceptable Ridge
Height = 4.2m) -
Discretion Requested
= nil as the proposed
ridge height does not
exceed the maximum
allowable

(vi) do not reduce the amount of
open space required in table
1; and

The proposed
outbuilding and
dwelling will not
reduce the required
open space
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Performance Criteria
Acceptable Development
Criteria Inconsistency
(vii) comply with the siting and

design requirements for the
dwelling but do not need to
meet rear setback
requirements of table 1.

The outbuilding is not
proposed to be
constructed within
the required
setbacks.

Policy Implications:
A Local Planning Policy for Outbuildings is required to be initiated by Council. It is anticipated
that the Policy will be presented to the February 2011 OCM.

Financial Implications:
Planning fees have been paid and building licence fees will be required.

Strategic Implications:
Key Result Area 1 – Objective 1:

“To develop a framework to facilitate planning and decision-making in order to identify and meet
community needs, develop opportunities and implement change.”

Historically, there has been no Local Planning Policy to guide the construction of outbuildings
throughout the Shire. It is anticipated that an Outbuildings Policy will assist landowners when
proposing to construct outbuildings in the Shire by providing size and height specifications which
are deemed to be acceptable by Council.

Key Result Area 2 - Objective 5:

“To ensure economic development does not conflict with York’s heritage, lifestyle and
environment.”

It is not considered that the construction of an outbuilding with the dimensions proposed by the
applicants will pose significant negative impacts on the locality in general.

Voting Requirements:
Absolute Majority Required: No

Site Inspection:
Site Inspection Undertaken: Yes
Lot 23 is currently vacant.

Triple bottom Line Assessment:
Economic Implications:
Allowing appropriately sized storage area space on the property will assist the applicant is
achieving the maximum development potential of Lot 23.

Social Implications:
It is considered that the application does not have any significant social implication.

Environmental Implications:
It is not anticipated that the application will have any environmental impacts.
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Comment:
The applicants are proposing to construct an outbuilding with the dimensions of 9m x 9m (81m2)
with a wall height of 3.3m and a ridge height of 4.1m on Lot 23 before the construction of a
dwelling.

In general, in residential zones, outbuildings are not permitted to be constructed without a
dwelling being constructed, or at least, an application for a building licence for the construction
of a dwelling being received and approved by the Shire prior to an approval being issued for the
construction of an outbuilding.

The reason behind the requirement for dwellings to be constructed or building licences being
issued for the construction of a dwelling prior to the construction of an outbuilding is to retain the
residential nature of the locality and avoid land resembling industrial areas.

It should be noted that the applicants have had a building licence issued for the construction of a
dwelling on Lot 23.

The floor area of the outbuilding proposed by the applicant is 81m2 which is 21m2 over the
maximum allowable floor area as determined by the R Codes. Generally, as at 15 June 2009
(date of aerial photography), outbuildings in the area known as the “York Estates” have had
outbuildings with floor areas of, on average, 110m2 approved (see attached plan).

In this context, the applicants are requesting an outbuilding which does not exceed the
maximum floor area precedent set in the area.

The wall height of the proposed outbuilding (3.3m) is 0.9m above the maximum allowable wall
height as determined by the R Codes for a residential area (2.4m).

Generally, wall heights for outbuildings approved and constructed within the “York Estates” area
are, on average, approximately 3m. Therefore, the applicant is proposing to construct an
outbuilding with a wall height exceeding the average for the area by approximately 0.3m.

The proposed ridge height of the outbuilding is 4.1m which is not in excess of the maximum
allowable under the R Codes. To this extent, staff consider the outbuilding to be acceptable
under the R Codes except for the wall height. Considering that the ridge height is not in excess
of the maximum, it is considered that the outbuilding, in general, will not impose negative
impacts on adjoining landowners or to the area in general.

Given the justification for the request for the outbuilding to have a wall height of 3.3m being, the
desire to store a boat in the outbuilding and the fact that the ridge height is not in excess of the
maximum under the R Codes, it is considered that a wall height 0.3m in excess of the average
for the area and 0.9m in excess of the maximum under the R Codes is appropriate.

Therefore, it is the officer’s recommendation that an outbuilding be recommended for approval
subject to the maximum floor area being no greater than 81m2, the wall height of the outbuilding
being no higher than 3.3m and the ridge height being no higher than 4.1m.
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RESOLUTION
081210

Moved: Cr Scott Seconded: Cr Randell

“That Council:

Issue planning consent for a variation to the R Codes for an oversize and over height
outbuilding with the dimensions of 9m x 9m (81m2) with a wall height not exceeding 3.3m
and the ridge height not exceeding 4.1m on Lot 23 (38) Lewis Road, York subject to the
following conditions:

1. Development must substantially commence within one (1) year from the date of
this decision;

2. The outbuilding have a maximum floor area of 81m2, a maximum wall height of
3.3m and a maximum ridge height of 4.1m.

3. Prior to commencement of the development, detailed drainage plans shall be
submitted to the satisfaction of the local government;

4. Prior to occupation of the development, vehicle crossover(s) shall be constructed
to the satisfaction of the local government;

5. Prior to occupation of the development, stormwater drainage works must be
completed in accordance with the approved plans to the satisfaction of the local
government;

6. The on-site drainage system shall be maintained on an ongoing basis to the
satisfaction of the local government;

7. The outbuilding is not to be used for human habitation, commercial or industrial
purposes;

8. The finish of the outbuilding is to be non-reflective factory applied painted steel to
the satisfaction of the local government. A colour scheme is required to be
submitted and approved by the local government prior to the issue of a building
licence.”

CARRIED: 5/0

RESOLUTION
091210

Moved: Cr Scott Seconded: Cr Lawrance

“That Council:

Request the owner to relocate the oversize shed closer to the residence to minimise the
impact on neighbours, however this is not a condition of the planning approval.”

CARRIED: 5/0
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ITEM 9.1.7
APPENDIX A
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ITEM 9.1.7
APPENDIX B
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ITEM 9.1.7
APPENDIX C
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ITEM 9.1.7
APPENDIX D
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ITEM 9.1.7
APPENDIX E
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9.2 Administration Reports
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9. OFFICER’S REPORTS
9.2 ADMINISTRATION REPORTS
9.2.1 Change the Rateable Boundary

FILE NO: GR 2.110/FI.RTS
COUNCIL DATE: 20 December 2010
REPORT DATE: 10 December 2010
LOCATION/ADDRESS: Lots Z3 and 25 Great Southern Highway, York
APPLICANT: Shire of York
SENIOR OFFICER: R Hooper, CEO
REPORTING OFFICER: T Cochrane, A/DCEO
DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST: Nil
APPENDICES: Nil
DOCUMENTS TABLED: Map

Summary:
The Council requests consideration of changing a portion of UV to GRV and vice versa, as per
the tabled map.

Background:
Through an approved subdivision of land to enable a driveway to be in the ownership of the
landowner of Lot Z3 a swap has taken place dividing land located within the GRV and the UV.

Consultation:
Regional Development and Lands;
Landgate; and
Department of Local Government.

Statutory Environment:
Section 6.28 of the Local Government Act:
“6.28. Basis of rates

(1) The Minister is to —

(a) determine the method of valuation of land to be used by a local government as
the basis for a rate; and

(b) publish a notice of the determination in the Government Gazette.

(2) In determining the method of valuation of land to be used by a local government the
Minister is to have regard to the general principle that the basis for a rate on any land is
to be —

(a) where the land is used predominantly for rural purposes, the unimproved value
of the land; and

(b) where the land is used predominantly for non-rural purposes, the gross rental
value of the land.

(3) The unimproved value or gross rental value, as the case requires, of rateable land in
the district of a local government is to be recorded in the rate record of that local
government.

(4) Subject to subsection (5), for the purposes of this section the valuation to be used by a
local government is to be the valuation in force under the Valuation of Land Act 1978
as at 1 July in each financial year.
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(5) Where during a financial year —

(a) an interim valuation is made under the Valuation of Land Act 1978;

(b) a valuation comes into force under the Valuation of Land Act 1978 as a result of
the amendment of a valuation under that Act; or

(c) a new valuation is made under the Valuation of Land Act 1978 in the course of
completing a general valuation that has previously come into force,

the interim valuation, amended valuation or new valuation, as the case requires, is to
be used by a local government for the purposes of this section.”

Policy Implications:
Not applicable to this report.

Financial Implications:
The change will result in the loss of two minimum rates for UV and GRV – totalling $1,790.00,
which Council did not have before the subdivision was approved.

Strategic Implications:
Not applicable.

Voting Requirements:
Absolute Majority Required: No

Site Inspection:
Site Inspection Undertaken: Not applicable

Triple bottom Line Assessment:
Economic Implications:
The changing of the land parcels to enable a driveway has created two sections that are in the
GRV area and the UV area, as such it is considered appropriate to have the GRV rateable
boundary changed so that a minimum rate will not be applied to the landowners for these two
small sections.

Social Implications:
Council is endeavouring to assist the landowners for an amicable outcome. This approach
should minimise complaints.

Environmental Implications:
Not applicable.

Comment:
With the current layout of the land it is suggested that the GRV Rateable Boundary be changed
to enable rating of the land in the appropriate form, which it is considered that the land adjoining
Great Southern Highway be rated GRV, as it has previously. The land at the rear of the lots
facing Great Southern Highway and utilising the piece of land rated GRV previously and used as
a connection point to the Great Southern Highway be changed to UV. Resulting in the following:

 Lot 25 – Shown as Lot 801 on DP 67424 – to be GRV rated including portion excised from
Lot Z3 Great Southern Highway, York.

 Lot Z3 – Shown as Lot 802 on DP 67424 – to be UV rated including portion excised from Lot
25 Great Southern Highway, York.
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RESOLUTION
101210

Moved: Cr Lawrance Seconded: Cr Hooper

“That Council:

1. resolve to change the rateable boundary of the following parcels of land on
Deposited Plan (DP) 67424, as a result of a subdivision application to create an
access/driveway to connect with Great Southern Highway, York:

Lot 25 – Shown as Lot 801 on DP 67424 – to be GRV rated including portion
excised from Lot Z3 Great Southern Highway, York.

Lot Z3 – Shown as Lot 802 on DP 67424 – to be UV rated including portion excised
from Lot 25 Great Southern Highway, York.

2. advise the Department of Local Government of the above.”
CARRIED: 5/0
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9. OFFICER’S REPORTS
9.2 ADMINISTRATION REPORTS
9.2.2 Renewal of Waste and Recycling Contract – Avon Waste

FILE NO: HS.WDL.1
COUNCIL DATE: 20 December 2010
REPORT DATE: 9 December 2010
LOCATION/ADDRESS: Designated Rubbish Collection Areas, York
APPLICANT: Avon Waste
SENIOR OFFICER: Ray Hooper
REPORTING OFFICER: Gordon Tester
DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST: Nil
APPENDICES: Nil
DOCUMENTS TABLED: Avon Waste – 1st December 2010

Summary:
Councils Waste and Recycling Collection contract with Avon Waste expired on 1 December
2010.

Council has the option of extending the present contract for a further 5 years.

Background:
Correspondence from Avon Waste was received by Council on 1 December 2010 requesting
that Council extend the present Waste and Recycling Contract for a further period of 5 years as
is stated under the current contract specifications.

Consultation:
Nil

Statutory Environment:
Health Act 1911, Local Government Act 1995, Environmental Protection Act 1986

Policy Implications:
Nil

Financial Implications:
At present all bulk bin services are charged for the equivalent number of 240 litre recycling bins.

Avon Waste proposes under a new contract to reduce this number of bins to the number of bins
that the property actually has. For example a business with a 4.5m3 bulk rubbish bin would
previously have been charged for 20 recycling services but may only have been using 2
recycling bins.

Under the proposed new system the business would only be charged for the 2 recycling bins
that they have been allocated.

This has the potential to reduce the recycling bin numbers by around 200 services with a
potential saving for the Shire of York of approximately $8000.00 per annum.

As of July 1, 2011, Avon Waste proposes to have completed a full phase out of the 1100 litre
bins replacing them with 1.5m3 bulk bins. The 1100 litre bins are no longer considered to be the
most efficient way of collecting bulk waste. There are only 6 of the 1100 litre bins still in use in
York. Avon Waste believes that the implementation of the 1.5m3 will provide a much safer and
efficient waste collection service.
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As of 1 July 2011, Avon Waste have indicated that the minimum charge for a bulk collection will
increase from $12.21( previous 1100 litre bin service charge ) to $16.66 for the new larger 1.5m
3 bulk bin.

Avon Waste has also indicated that they propose to withdraw their charge for travelling to
Gwambygine for the waste and recycling collection. This is estimated to be a further saving of
approximately $3000.00 per year for Council.

All prices will still be subject to CPI as has been the case with the previous contract.

Strategic Implications:
The proposed changes to Councils Waste Management and Recycling contract have the
potential to enhance the level of community satisfaction with Council’s environmental
management activities.

Voting Requirements:
Absolute Majority Required: Yes

Site Inspection:
Site Inspection Undertaken: Not applicable

Triple bottom Line Assessment:
Economic Implications:

The review of the number of recycling bins allocated to commercial premises and the
subsequent savings of approximately 8000.00 is very encouraging. The increased charge for
the larger bulk bin is considered to be reasonable. The savings from deletion of travelling
charges to Gwambygine of $3000.00 is also welcome.

Social Implications:
Nil

Environmental Implications:
Nil

Comment:
The current contractor has proved to be efficient and approachable during the preceding 5 years
of this contract with very few problems occurring in this time.

In accordance with the provisions of the original contract that indicated an option of renewing
the contract for a further 5 years from the expiry date of 1 December 2010, it is recommended
that Council renew the contract for a further 5 Years terminating on 1 December 2015.

It is also recommended that Council approve of the deletion of the 1100 litre bulk waste bins and
the replacement of them with a 1.5m3 bulk bins with an increased charge of $16.66.

The review of the recycling bin allocations to realistic levels and the estimated savings of $
8000.00 is a very positive review of the former contract arrangements along with the $3000.00
saving on travel expenses.
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RESOLUTION
111210

Moved: Cr Randell Seconded: Cr Scott

“That Council:

Approves the renewal of the Waste and Recycling Collection Contract between the Shire
of York and Avon Waste for a further 5 years terminating on 1 December 2015 subject to
the following conditions;

1. Charges for recycling bins to be allocated only to the number of recycling bins
allocated to each individual premise.

2. All 1100 litre bins to be replaced with 1.53 bulk bins with a service charge of $16.66
subject to the consumer price index.

3. The travelling charge to Gwambygine being deleted.”
CARRIED: 5/0
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9. OFFICER’S REPORTS
9.2 ADMINISTRATION REPORTS
9.2.3 Youth Report for December 2010

FILE NO: CS.LCS.6
COUNCIL DATE: 20 December 2010
REPORT DATE: 10 December 2010
LOCATION/ADDRESS: Not Applicable
APPLICANT: Shire of York
SENIOR OFFICER: R Hooper, CEO
REPORTING OFFICER: L Kay, YDO and T Cochrane, A/DCEO
DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST: Nil
APPENDICES: Nil
DOCUMENTS TABLED: Nil

Summary:
The following is a summary of the activities organised and confirmed by Ms Lyn Kay:

 Bus trip to Beverley on the 16th December, 2010 for the Xmas Disco. Sue from Beverley will
be driving the Youth (12yrs-17yrs) over at 5.30pm and returning at 10.30pm. It will cost $15
which covers the bus, sausage sizzle, cool drink & chips.

 2 week Holiday Programme - Monday 10th January - Friday 21st January 2011:

9.00am – 2.00pm, $10 per day for 9 year olds to Youth. I will be running sporting
programmes, art, cooking classes, fun activities and trip to Perth for World Sports Expo.

They will need to bring own lunch, water cooler available.

 Active after School Programme at the York Primary School, commencing 16th February,
2011 and running for 7 weeks each Term. “Hang Out” at the Recreation Centre every
Thursday, 3.00pm – 6.00pm for 10 year olds to Youth Aged until Youth Centre is ready.

 A disco at the end of every term in the Town Hall for all Primary aged and Youth:

Kindy - Years 2 3.00pm - 4.30pm
Years 3, 4, 5 4.30pm - 6.00pm
Years 6, 7 - Youth 6.00pm - 10.00pm

 Ms Lyn Kay attended the Primary and High School Assemblies along with Constable
Christine Kunz to introduce them and let the Youth know what has been planned for 2011. It
was explained that they were looking forward to working along with them and would like their
ideas and feedback.

 Ongoing General Office duties and phone calls.

Items still working on:

 Graffiti Grant-organising different ideas from Youth and pricing from some different Artists.

 Youth Forum on the 7th April for Youth Week in the York Town Hall with approximately 150
students from Beverley, York, Brookton & Quairading.

 Working with the local Police, Schools and different agencies covering a variety of items-
Drugs, Alcohol, Suicide, Depression, etc.
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 Quotes for:

T Shirts for Forum
Sports equipment for Holiday Programme

 Organising Grant from Local Drug Action Group for $3,000 to cover merchandise and food
for Youth Forum.

Background:
Ms Lyn Kay commenced employment on the 11th November 2010 and has already made a
significant contribution to the Youth of York.

Consultation:
Youth
School
Police
Staff
Councillors

Statutory Environment:
Nil from this report.

Policy Implications:
Nil to this report.

Financial Implications:
Activities and initiatives are funded in the budget or through grants and/or user pays
contributions.

Strategic Implications:
To be developed further in conjunction with Councillors, Staff and the Youth.

Voting Requirements:
Absolute Majority Required: No

Site Inspection:
Site Inspection Undertaken: Not applicable at this time

Triple bottom Line Assessment:
Economic Implications:
Nil at this stage.

Social Implications:
A strong focus on youth activities will support community cohesion and interaction through the
recognition and valuing of this section of the community.

Environmental Implications:
Not applicable at this time.

Comment:
It is the officer’s intent to complete a monthly update of activities and progress towards youth
related matters.
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RESOLUTION
121210

Moved: Cr Randell Seconded: Cr Scott

“That Council:

Receives the report and acknowledges the activities and initiatives of the Youth
Development Officer.”

CARRIED: 5/0
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9. OFFICER’S REPORTS
9.2 ADMINISTRATION REPORTS
9.2.4 Banner Poles – Operating Procedures

FILE NO: AV1; HE2; PA1
COUNCIL DATE: 20 December 2010
REPORT DATE: 8 December 2010
LOCATION/ADDRESS: Avon Terrace, Henrietta Street, Panmure Road
APPLICANT: N/A
SENIOR OFFICER: R Hooper, CEO
REPORTING OFFICER: R Hooper, CEO
DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST: Cr Walters - Proximity
APPENDICES: Shire of York Procedures for Banner Pole

Signage
DOCUMENTS TABLED: Nil

Summary:
Questions about advertising use of the banner poles in Avon Terrace resulted in a review of the
Operational Procedures in place from the 7th April, 2009 to ensure an open an accountable
process is in place.

Background:
Avon Terrace banner poles are part of the Town Centre Streetscape project partly funded by the
Federal Government under RLCIP.

Consultation:
Councillors
Staff
The Avon Terrace Streetscape Plan (South to Macartney Streets) was publicly advertised and
provided to affected businesses.

Statutory Environment:
Nil

Policy Implications:
Nil

Financial Implications:
Minor income potential through occasional business use.

Strategic Implications:
Nil

Voting Requirements:
Absolute Majority Required: No

Site Inspection:
Site Inspection Undertaken: Ongoing

Triple bottom Line Assessment:
Economic Implications:
Restricted economic or commercial benefit may result for businesses who provide advertising
banners.
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Social Implications:
The banner poles are primarily for Community benefit to advertise and promote events and for
the display of Shire promotional material.

Environmental Implications:
Not applicable

Comment:
Banner poles are a means of advertising, area promotion and street decorating primarily for
Community benefit. Individual promotion of local operating businesses may provide some
benefit as an advertising medium.

Cr Walters declared an Interest Affecting Impartiality to this item and left the room at 3.45pm

RESOLUTION
131210

Moved: Cr Randell Seconded: Cr Lawrance

“That Council:

Endorse the operating procedures for use of banner poles in Avon Terrace, Henrietta
Street and Panmure Road and any other sites developed in the York townsite.”

CARRIED: 4/0

Cr Scott recommended that a size for the banners to be stipulated in the Procedures.

Cr Walters returned to the room at 3.47pm
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ITEM 9.2.4
APPENDIX A
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